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About This Game

This game does not teach you to manage time or use it for your own purposes. In this game your time works against you, you
will not have time on time - do not go any further.

Eat souls to add yourself a little time and beware of traps that can take away from you the most precious ...

Here is a classic platformer with juicy graphics for your attention where you will have to go through traps and collect souls most
of the time so you don't lose.

The protagonist is the soul's guide, but you could never say it by his cute look. Although he is a part of the other world, he still
obeys the mortals' laws.
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Best Chinese ARPG on the market, totally worth the price. Fun action battle, beautiful graphics, good music, rich story and
Xianxia culture.. Holy WOW is this game not very good. It's INCREDIBLY easy. I literally one shot bosses without even trying.
The point of the game seems to be that if your "lust meter" goes above 100, you go beast mode and start getting ♥♥♥♥ed by
things, but it seems like literally nothing but input from the player would cause this, so, unless you're INTENTIONALLY trying
to lose, you're never going to see that.

The game has this Monster Hunter Motif, which is pretty cute. Too bad it's nothing like Monster Hunter and is actually really
bad. Some of the maps are even inspired by maps from Monster Hunter Freedom Unite, but the enemy designs are bad and not
anything like that game.

Basically, this game is just really unbalanced. You get way too many healing items, so dying is never an issue, and even if you
do, you don't get ♥♥♥♥ed or anything, you just get sent back to the base camp. You never have to "manage" your lust meter
because when you die in the field, it just gets reset to 0 at no consequence anyway. The game has no stakes, there is no chance
for failure and because of that, I can't be immersed in it's world at all.

There's no interesting characters, no interesting scenes. The main character even says things like, "Wow, it really sucked when I
was always getting ♥♥♥♥ed by Monsters and then I was enslaved and all this bad stuff happened!" and it just makes me wish
that the game took place THEN, because at least something interesting would happen.

I can't believe this game has received so many positive reviews and I can't believe I'M the one who has to be a "snob" about this
type of stuff. The art is pretty good but I am so sick of these RPGMaker games getting a pass for having good art and not trying
at all with their gameplay, especially because it would be so easy in my opinion to make sure a LINEAR GAME has balanced
gameplay.

If you want a game where a girl gets beat up and ♥♥♥♥ed, just go play Kunoichi Botan or get the fan translation of, "The
Moral Sword, Asagi". This game is a MASSIVE disappointment. Hopefully one of these publishers gets in contact with the
people who made "The Moral Sword, Asagi" and gets that published instead.. not a porsche fan, but these cars make you skip a
beat :) enjoooooy !. {LINK REMOVED}http:\/\/snag.gy\/BS5xb.jpg
bzz\/10. The Polynomial is more of an experience as opposed to a game. You fly around empty space watching gorgeous
mathematical patterns of color vibrate according to the beat of the music. Not only that, but you can import your own music
files into the game and watch them shake up the patterns for endless possibilities. I reccommend The Polynomial not as a game,
but as a very unique experience.. No explanation about how to play this nonsense.. Italian and Portuguese people now look
exactly alike.

10\/10 would buy again. Quite possibly the dullest half hour I have ever had to endure, that's my will to live and the Carsons
disappeared.. my favorite character
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I really wanted to like this game as I'm a huge fan of both sports sim and turn based game rpg/strategy games. I really did.

Pros:

- Original concept - thumbs up!
- Contract system is good. You just can't go Yankees style - each contract has to be pondered, doing a signing bonus to reduce
total amount is a great mechanic.
 - Balance is not so bad really for an early access launch title. Glaring thing is using portal: costs are too high and should cost
gold only if not within some kind of cooldown period.

Cons:

- The dealbreaker: You don't get to meet and fight the other teams. They are static, faceless entities that you only interact with
through some bland message boxes on a very limited scope. You don't see them questing, clearing stuff, or try to beat them at
the punch which is what I was expecting. They don't really play the game they just increase their points totals randomly at some
pace. Huge thumbs down.
- Battles are very boring: Characters don't move, have a very limited pool of skills.. zzzz..
- The quests pool is very limited (doing the green man quest 8 times in the same game...)
- There is no draft outside of the launch one :( :( :(
- Character development is also very shallow: Not much synergy with the multiclass system in the long run. I just wasn't excited
looking towards it beyond the 2nd one.

Game is too shallow to be worth that price. Sadly I'll let this one sit there and move on. Hope someone else tackles this idea but
flesh it out more. My money is waiting.. This is a good route, and a long one, but lacks scenarios.

From Paddington via Reading all the way to Oxford, which must be one of the longer routes available for the game.

For me, it's such a shame that the scenarios are so limited. There are only two career scenarios, both of which are nigh-on
impossible to complete. There are some non-career scenarios which are okay, but why not update this to add more career
scenarios, for players who like to complete those...?

Overall, even though it's one of the cheapest routes for the game, and in that sense is quite good value because it's so long, I
wouldn't recommend it for that reason. But if you're not fussed about scenarios, it's probably worth it.. I recommend this game. I
enjoy waves of zombies but this has a twist as it gives it away in the title. I enjoyed the game.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=yu6vjbkqoGU. Really fun game. It's a lot like what you'd expect from the screenshots and
description; it has a clean, early wow mmorpg art style, a simple combat, loot, quest, and potion crafting system, and a story that
grips you at what felt like halfway through the game. There are two comics in that game that you can read about the story and
they are really well done. My only major complaint is that the ending felt a bit rushed. Part of that could be the map isn't fully
used so it feels like there's a lot more than there is. Overall, it's a nice experience. If you like the art style and mmorpg combat
and gathering, then I highly recommend this game.. SIMPLE GAMEPLAY BUT ITS FUN. As much as I would love to
reccommend this game, unfortunately with the state it is in I cannot. I have waited MANY MANY years to play this game in a
language I can understand, but the translation is absolutely horrendous. This by itself is not a deal breaker for me, but the text
wrapping and inability to play in full screen due to glitches and game freezing along with being unable to always choose the
'right' option due to inability to see the options is frustrating. I feel like they released a rough beta and decided 'meh that's close
enough'.
Very much hope that more time goes into updates and patches to make this game the truly enjoyable experience that it should
have been to start.. This is another truck driving sim. The execution is very good, as you're given a whole bunch of missions to
test your skill in.

Art is pretty good but not amazing - it's adequate, but developers should pay attention to improving the graphics quality.

The game runs really well in 4K and it's quite smooth, you have a lot of customisation options which helps the game settle in
with any gamer.
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